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An Insider’s Guide to Toronto: Explore the City Less Traveled in Three DaysThis three-day
itinerary is not merely a revelation of Toronto’s many lesser-known and less-traveled places, but
also a journey to discover what makes Toronto so special and vibrant.All the places listed on this
itinerary are carefully selected from the author’s firsthand experience, so I will bring you along on
the journey and we can discover the beauty of Toronto together. A Torontonian may not find most
places surprising, but a world traveler and Toronto newbie who is interested in culture, art,
history, and landscapes will be thrilled to discover less-explored and affordable (even free)
places that offer fascinating sites and rich culture.What destination highlights will you see in
Toronto?Specifically, this itinerary will guide you to discover:- Famous museums featuring
contemporary Canadian art- The longest street in North America- Parks and beaches with free
admission- The best place to have Japanese ramen, Greek food, French food, and steak- A free
and secret lookout offering one of the most scenic views of the cityWhat does your Toronto
itinerary include?Information about public transport, detailed maps and directions, prices for
sites and restaurants, and night activities have also been included in this itinerary.Are you right
for this Toronto travel itinerary?In this itinerary, I aim to inspire and empower fellow visitors of
Toronto to travel further and deeper, and get to know more about this interesting city, rather than
just scanning the surface of a few tourist attractions. I also share the tried-and-true tips for using
public transport, scouting for affordable meals, and visiting other nearby cities. Toronto is a
multicultural city - there are so many people to meet, so many international communities to visit,
and many adventures that await. Read this guide, check out this city, and explore the most
interesting places in Toronto.Why should you buy this Toronto travel guide?This guide will take
the effort out of your Toronto planning, leaving you free to focus on the amazing sights that will
make this a trip to remember!Each Unanchor travel guide is an itinerary curated by a local and
includes a detailed planned timeline of sights to go see, maps & directions between each sight,
as well as insider tips.The research work is literally already done for you. You just grab the guide
and go start exploring now. No need to spend hours of time opening dozens of websites or
getting buried under a pile of guidebooks and maps. It's like having a personal tour guide in your
pocket but with the freedom to explore on your own and without the cost!GuaranteeAt $4.99, the
itinerary will pay for itself the first time you follow my advice on dining and traveling destinations.
If you are unhappy with the itinerary for any reason, Ebook Library provides a full refund. What
are waiting for, get this guide and go explore Toronto!

“Here is a field guide, a boon, a bible, for the urban curious. Your city’s secret anatomy laid bare
—a hundred things you look at but don’t see, see but don’t know. Each entry is a compact,
surprising story, a thought piece, an invitation to marvel. Together, they are almost



transformative. To know why things are as they are adds a satisfying richness to daily existence.
This book is terrific, just terrific.”—Mary Roach, New York Times bestselling author of Gulp, Stiff,
and Grunt“We usually define cities in terms of their bigness, so it’s easy to forget that our daily
experience of any city is made up of countless tiny, intimate encounters. Just as Jane Jacobs did
fifty years ago, Roman Mars and Kurt Kohlstedt provide a new way of seeing urban life, finding
secrets and surprises behind every sewer grate, storefront, and street sign.”—Michael Beirut,
design critic and author of How to Use Graphic Design to Sell Things, Explain Things, Make
Things Look Better, Make People Laugh, Make People Cry, and (Every Once in a While) Change
the World“The ideal companion for city buffs, who’ll come away seeing the streets in an entirely
different light.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review“Conversational, bite-size entries [and] beautiful
tricolor illustrations . . . A field guide for anywhere."—BooklistAbout the AuthorKURT
KOHLSTEDT is the digital director and producer of 99% Invisible. Before joining the show, he
founded a series of successful online magazines on cities and design, starting with
WebUrbanist in 2007. He holds a graduate degree in architecture from the University of
Washington's College of Built Environments.ROMAN MARS is creator and host of 99% Invisible,
the wildly popular podcast exploring architecture and design, for which he produced the most
successful crowdfunding campaigns for a podcast in Kickstarter history. Fast Company named
Mars one of the 100 Most Creative People in 2013 and he was a TED main stage speaker in
2015.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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An Insider’s Guide to Toronto: Explore the City Less Traveled in Three DaysCentral Island,
Toronto, OntarioBy Julie CaoTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorDay 1 1) Casa Loma 2)
Directions from Casa Loma to Bloor and Yonge 3) Lunch and Walking in Bloor and Yonge 4)
Directions to 401 Richmond Street West 5) 401 Richmond Street West 6) Directions to
Queens Quay 7) Queens Quay 8) Dinner in Downtown TorontoDay 2 1) The Art Gallery of
Ontario 2) Directions to Dundas Square 3) Dundas Square 4) Directions to Graffiti Alley 5)
Graffiti Alley 6) Directions to Woodbine Beach Park 7) Woodbine Beach Park 8) DinnerDay
3 1) Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada 2) Directions to the CBC Museum 3) CBC Museum 4)
Directions to Lunch 5) Lunch 6) Directions to High Park 7) High Park 8) Directions to
Brazilian Bakery and Pastry 9) Brazilian Bakery and Pastry 10) Directions to Chester Hill
Lookout 11) Chester Hill Lookout 12) Directions to Meze 13) Dinner at MezeThings You
Need to KnowAbout the AuthorJulie CaoJulie Cao is a travel blogger and writer. She is also a
lover of ocean, new age music, landscape photography, wine and soccer. She is currently living
in Toronto, Canada. Find her at http://alwaysonthewaytravel.com/
Twitter:Blog: =============Day 1=============9:00 am -- Casa LomaPrice: CAD $24.00
(for a single adult)Duration: 1 hour and 30 minutesAddress: 1 Austin Terrace
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The book by Roman Mars has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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